Across
2. a kingdom that contains mushrooms
7. a way of reproduction that requires 2 sets of D.N.A
9. a kingdom that contains eukaryotic microscopic organisms
10. a cell that contains a nucleus
13. a cell that contains free D.N.A
15. the most important part of a eukaryotic organism
16. a kingdom that contains eukaryotic heterotrophic organisms that reproduce sexually
17. a domain or kingdom that contains bacteria that lives in extreme environment
18. an organism that had will or has life
19. an organism that makes its own food
20. an organism that contains only one cell

Down
1. a taxonomic rank
3. a way of reproduction that requires only 1 set of D.N.A
4. an organism that eats other organisms
5. an organism that contains multiple cells
6. a kingdom that contains eukaryotic autotrophic organisms that are sexual or asexual
8. the most important part of a prokaryotic organism
11. an organism that will NEVER have life
12. highest taxonomic rank of organisms
14. a domain or kingdom that contains bacteria that live everywhere